Elevate Conference
Gordon College—Massachusetts USA
Elevate is an annual leadership institute for outstanding high school juniors and seniors. Through personalized leadership coaching, seminars with world-class speakers, adventure-based learning and a charge to take real-world action in response to social problems, Elevate participants will develop their leadership abilities in ways that will endure long after the week-long program’s close. $4000

OPWALL Expedition — South Africa
Opwall is a global institution stretching the potential of students turning 16, by expanding horizons through direct and relevant experience. The South African expeditions are run in the Kruger Nature Park and is widely regarded as the leading national park in Africa. The school groups will be based in the Balule reserve. The school teams are using identical monitoring methods to those being used by university teams in other reserves around South Africa. $5500

Junior Youth Physics Tournament
Is a competition among teams of students who should turn 16 after the 31st December of the year of competition. The teams conduct open-ended physics research problems based upon processes of the International Young Physicists’ Tournament. Students need to solve complicated scientific problems, to present solutions to these problems in a convincing form and to defend them in scientific discussions, called physics fights. $1600

She Rescue Home—Cambodia
Be part of a tour organised by Citipointe Church and visit their mission work in Cambodia, you will be impacted like never before! $1200 + airfares

Florida Flight Camp — USA
Participate in Flight Camp in Florida USA, including visits to Cape Canaveral and Disney World. Take control and fly the plane, meet astronauts and visit Kennedy Space Centre including Astronaut Training Day. This tour will really make you soar. $4600

Israel—Holy Land
Journey to the Holy Land. Prepare yourself for a life-changing experience as you walk through the pages of the Bible and never be the same! Jordan River, Caesarea, Ein Gedi, Megiddo, Dead Sea, Masada, Jerusalem, Mount of Beatitudes. $4600

ISOP
We believe Christian young people can best serve God if they have an informed world-view that appreciates cultural difference.

Our central focus is to encourage students to acquire the leadership skills necessary to succeed in the global environment and serve Christ and the nation.

ISOP gives students supervised opportunities to visit other countries for academic, cultural, language or mission purposes whilst at school providing students with first hand experience allowing them to not only see their world but embrace it from a Christian worldview.
Humanities Research Symposium for Youth - Singapore
Come be a part of this Symposium, featuring top Keynote Speakers, and student-presented research papers by the future leaders of Singapore, Hong Kong & Australia. Includes cultural sightseeing $1600

Cambridge Summer Program – UK
Immerse yourself in one of the finest universities in the world, staying on campus at Churchill College. Participate in an English Literature study program taught by Cambridge graduates, mentored by Cambridge under-graduates. Plus West End Musical, British Parliament, British Museum, Oxford University plus lots more $6900

Noumea
Find out why Noumea is called the Paris of the Pacific. Only two hours from Brisbane, it is a truly amazing destination. Immerse yourself in France right here! $2300

Mission
Participate in a mission tour organised by the College, destination to be advised. $1500

Projects Finals – Singapore
Immersion in lessons and observation of the finals of the students’ entrepreneurial projects; staying at the Boarding School $1800

Student Exchange Girls Only – Hong Kong
Diocesan Girls School a large English speaking top academic school in Hong Kong have invited girls from our school to experience homestay with student families from DGS, attend classes, plus sightseeing. Only the cost of flight and personal travel expenses. Approx $1200

France
Learn about France, usually staying in the Latin-quarter of Paris. You will never forget visiting some of the most recognised sights in the world, including the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame Cathedral, The Louvre, Versailles and tasting real French cuisine. $4600

Student Leaders Convention – Singapore
Join 450 delegates from the Asia Pacific region at Hwa Chong Institution. It aims to provide a platform for students to discuss the pertinent social issues facing the societies of the world today. $1600

Pay in Full and get a 5% EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT*